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INTRODUCTION 

Make every day a gym day with the 7-in-1 Grow with Baby Sensory 
Gym! We’ve got your little one covered from birth to toddler with 
activities to strengthen their muscles, minds and senses. Built in 
features are designed to nurture each developmental stage, and 
the guide explains just how to use each play zone and accessory to 
support your baby’s growth. 

Developmental 
Guide

Play Mat

Sloth Ball 
Storage Bag

Tummy Time Pillow
Sun Mirror

Links

Detachable Arches
Tactile Leaf

20 Balls

Xylophone
Owl Toy

Flashcards

On/Off/Volume 
Switch

Mode 
Switch
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INCLUDED IN THE PACKAGE

Play Mat

Xylophone/Card 
Stand

Owl Toy

2 Linking Toys

2 Arch Pieces

2 Crinkle Leaves

Sloth Ball Storage Bag

4 Flashcards

 Xylophone

Sun Mirror

Tummy Time Pillow

20 Balls
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•  Quick Start Guide

WARNING 
All packing materials, such as tape, plastic sheets, packaging locks, 
removable tags, cable ties, cords and packaging screws are not part 
of this toy, and should be discarded for your child’s safety.
NOTE  
Please save this Instruction Manual as it contains important 
information. 
WARNING
Keep this soft toy out of the sleeping environment for babies under
twelve months to avoid suffocation risk.
WARNING: 
Remove product from the Infant Carrier when the vehicle is moving.

6 Links Developmental Guide
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GETTING STARTED 
Battery Removal and Installation
1. Make sure the unit is turned Off. 
2. Find the battery cover located on the back of the xylophone, use a 

screwdriver to loosen the screw, and then open the battery cover.
3. Remove old batteries by pulling up on 

one end of each battery.
4. Install 3 new AA batteries following the 

diagram inside the battery box. (For best 
performance, alkaline batteries or fully 
charged Ni-MH rechargeable batteries 
are recommended). 

5. Replace the battery cover and tighten the 
screw to secure.

WARNING: 
Adult assembly required for battery installation.
Keep batteries out of reach of children.

IMPORTANT: BATTERY INFORMATION
•	 Insert	batteries	with	the	correct	polarity	(+	and	-).
•	 Do	not	mix	old	and	new	batteries.
•	 Do	not	mix	alkaline,	standard	(carbon-zinc)	or	rechargeable	

batteries.
•	 Only	batteries	of	the	same	or	equivalent	type	as	recommended	

are to be used.
•	 Do	not	short-circuit	the	supply	terminals.
•	 Remove	batteries	during	long	periods	of	non-use.
•	 Remove	exhausted	batteries	from	the	toy.
•	 Dispose	of	batteries	safely.	Do	not	dispose	of	batteries	in	fire.
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RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES:
•	 Remove	rechargeable	batteries	from	the	toy	before	charging.
•	 Rechargeable	batteries	are	only	to	be	charged	under	adult	supervision.	
•	 Do	not	charge	non-rechargeable	batteries.

Disposal of batteries and product
The crossed-out wheelie bin symbols on products and 
batteries, or on their respective packaging, indicates they 
must not be disposed of in domestic waste as they contain 
substances that can be damaging to the environment and 
human health.
The chemical symbols Hg, Cd or Pb, where marked, 
indicate that the battery contains more than the specified 
value of mercury (Hg), cadmium (Cd) or lead (Pb) set out in 
Battery Directive (2006/66/EC). 
The solid bar indicates that the product was placed on the 
market after 13th August, 2005.
Help protect the environment by disposing of your product 
or batteries responsibly. 

In the UK, give this toy a second life by disposing of it at a small 
electricals collection point* so all of its materials can be recycled.
Learn more at:
www.vtech.co.uk/recycle 
www.vtech.com.au/sustainability
* Visit www.recyclenow.com to see a list of collection points near you.
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 
With the 7-in-1 Grow with Baby Sensory Gym, safety comes 
first. To ensure your child’s safety, adult assembly is required. For 
your child’s safety, do not let your child play with the toy until it is 
fully assembled.

Gym Assembly 
1.   Lay the two arches criss-crossed with 

the black and white arch over the top 
of the colourful arch. Slide the c-ring 
at the end of the black and white 
arch through the middle loop on the 
colourful arch, then guide the fabric 
portion of the arch through the middle 
loop until the two arches are even.

2.  Lay the arches on top of the Play Mat.

3.   Connect the c-rings at the end of 
each of the arches to the fabric loops 
on each corner of the Play Mat.

NOTE
Install arches carefully. Keep arches away from children until the gym 
is fully assembled. Until secured, arches may spring out of place. 
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4.  Attach the sensory toys to the activity 
links, then attach them to the fabric 
loops on the arches. 

5.  You can attach the Sloth Ball 
Storage Bag to the side of one of the 
arches. Secure the hook and loop 
material together on the sloth’s paws 
to attach the bag to the arch.

6.  Attach the Xylophone to the Play 
Mat. Feed the two attachment tabs on 
the Play Mat through the slots on the 
back of the Xylophone.
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Kicking Play Assembly
1.   To prop up the Xylophone for kicking 

play, attach the Xylophone to the Play 
Mat following the instructions in the 
section above. Take the xylophone/
card stand and insert it through the 
holes on the Play Mat and into the 
slots on the back of the Xylophone. 
The flat part of the xylophone/card 
stand should prop the Xylophone up 
at a 90 degree angle.

2.   Fold up the side of the Play Mat to 
prop up the Xylophone. Connect the 
fabric loops and tabs on the arches 
and Play Mat to secure.

Tummy Time Play
1.   Remove the Xylophone from the Play 

Mat by removing the attachment tabs 
that secure the Xylophone to the Play 
Mat.

2.   Place the xylophone/card stand 
attachment with the rounded side 
facing up. Insert the two tabs on 
the back of the Xylophone into the 
slots on the xylophone/card stand 
attachment.
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3.   The xylophone/card stand attachment 
can also be used to prop up the sun 
mirror and the flashcards.

Floor Play
1.   The Play Mat can be used for tummy 

time play or seated play. Detach the 
sensory toys from the arches, then 
remove the arches by detaching the 
rings from the fabric loops on the Play 
Mat. Attach the sensory toys to the 
fabric loops on the Play Mat and prop 
up the flashcards in the xylophone/
card stand. 

Ball Pit/Play Space 
1. Fold up each side of the Play Mat to 

create the ball pit. Connect the four 
corners by inserting the fabric tabs 
through the fabric loops.

2.   Remove the 20 Balls from the Sloth 
Ball Storage Bag and put them into 
the assembled ball pit.

3.   Play with or without the arches 
attached.

NOTE
We recommend supervising your baby during playtime with the 7-in-1 
Grow with Baby Sensory Gym.
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PRODUCT FEATURES
1. On/Off/Volume Switch
      To turn the unit On, slide the On/Off/

Volume Switch to the Low Volume  
or the High Volume  position.  To turn 
the unit Off, slide the On/Off/Volume 
Switch to the Off  position.

2.   Mode Switch
 Slide the Mode Switch to the Music 

Mode , Animal Mode  or Explore 
Mode  position.

3. Automatic Shut Off
 To preserve battery life, the 7-in-1 Grow with Baby Sensory 

Gym will automatically shut off after approximately 50 seconds 
without input. The unit can be turned on again by pressing any 
button. 

NOTE 
If the unit powers down or if the light fades out during play, please 
install a new set of batteries. 

ACTIVITIES
1.   Light Up Xylophone Buttons
 Press the xylophone buttons to hear fun 

sounds and melodies in Music Mode, 
learn about animals and their sounds in 
Animal Mode and learn numbers, shapes 
and colours in Explore Mode. The lights 
will flash with the sounds. 
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MELODIES
1.  Pat-a-Cake
2. Little Miss Muffet
3. A-Tisket, A-Tasket
4. Old MacDonald Had a Farm
5. Jack Be Nimble
6. Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat
7. Little Boy Blue
8. One, Two, Buckle My Shoe
9. Humpty Dumpty
10. London Bridge

SONG LYRICS
Song 1 
Come and play,
With your friends,
Colours and shapes,
They're so much fun!
Song 2 
Tap the xylophone, hear fun sounds.
Sounds are bouncing all around.
Song 3 
Little one, come here with your friends,
They'll sing their songs and play with you,
They're from the jungle, they run and roar,
Explore and fly and laugh with you.
Song 4 
Lion loves running.
Song 5
Giraffe has lots of spots.
Song 6
Zebra has fun stripes.
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Song 7
Sloth crawls slowly.
Song 8 
Owl glides through the sky.

TROUBLESHOOTING
If	for	some	reason	the	program/activity	stops	working	or	malfunctions,	
please	follow	these	steps:

1. Turn the unit OFF.
2.	 Interrupt	the	power	supply	by	removing	the	batteries.
3.	 Let	the	unit	stand	for	a	few	minutes,	then	replace	the	batteries.
4.	 Turn	the	unit	back	ON.	The	unit	will	now	be	ready	to	play	again.
5. If	the	unit	still	does	not	work,	replace	with	an	entire	set	of	new	

batteries.
6. Do not drop the unit on hard surfaces and do not expose the unit 

to moisture or water. 
7. The play mat and tummy time pillow are machine washable.  The 

arches and leaves are surface washable only. Please remove the 
electronic module before cleaning and follow the care instructions 
on the tags.

If	the	problem	persists,	please	contact	our	Consumer	Services	
Department	and	a	service	representative	will	be	happy	to	help	you.

CONSUMER SERVICES
Creating	and	developing	VTech®  products is accompanied by a 
responsibility	that	we	at	VTech®	take	very	seriously.	We	make	every	
effort	to	ensure	the	accuracy	of	the	information,	which	forms	the	value	
of	our	products.	However,	errors	sometimes	can	occur.	It	is	important	
for	you	to	know	that	we	stand	behind	our	products	and	encourage	
you	to	call	our	Consumer	Services	Department	with	any	problems	
and/or	suggestions	that	you	might	have.	A	service	representative	will	
be happy to help you. 
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UK Customers:
Phone:	0330	678	0149	(from	UK)	or	+44	330	678	0149	(outside	UK) 
Website:	www.vtech.co.uk/support

Australian Customers:
Phone:	1800	862	155
Website:	support.vtech.com.au

NZ Customers:
Phone:	0800	400	785

Website:	support.vtech.com.aucPRODUCT	WARRANTY/	

CONSUMER GUARANTEES
UK Customers: 
Read	our	complete	warranty	policy	online	at	vtech.co.uk/warranty.

Australian Customers:
VTECH	ELECTRONICS	(AUSTRALIA)	PTY	LIMITED	–	CONSUMER	
GUARANTEES
Under	the	Australian	Consumer	Law,	a	number	of	consumer	guarantees	
apply	to	goods	and	services	supplied	by	VTech	Electronics	(Australia)	
Pty	Limited.	Please	refer	to	vtech.com.au/consumerguarantees	for	
further information.
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